
0800 to 0830: Wake to series of well-intentioned 
alarms

0831: Ignore alarms, go back to sleep

0840: Bolt upright, realizing I have class in 50 minutes

0842: Jump in shower

0842:02: Jump out of still-cold shower

0850: Finish shower, throw on whatever clothes are 
closest at hand

0900: Consider warming up and scraping car

0901 to 0910: Browse Imgur, Youtube

0914: Fail to eat breakfast

0915: Swear like a sailor while scraping ice off car

0920: Arrive at Lot 9.  Lot is at half capacity, yet some-
how has no spaces

0930: Arrive at Lot 26

0935: Make it down the hill just as class is starting in 
Fisher 328
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There will be no complaining about the 
weather.  We all signed up for this.

The process of world domination is usually a slow one, 
but that doesn’t mean it needs to be painful.  There is no 
reason that we can’t use our super science to make life 
easier (well, make my life easier.  The rest of the populous 
can do something with a bone and a deranged walrus).  
Depending on your particular flavor of belief system you 
may or may not believe that a peculiar tradesman rode a 
velociraptor while telling people how nice it would be 
to stop being bastards to everyone and just love each 
other.  Well, luckily (or unluckily) for us this specific indi-
vidual was promptly nailed to a bunch four by four posts.

With the tree-hugger safely communing with his kindred 
spirits we can turn our attention to his trusty steed, 
the all mighty velociraptor.  Sadly there are no more of 
these awe inspiring creatures in the world, normally this 
would be a problem, but then again, we have never 
been normal now have we?  The mere fact that you 
haven’t thrown the paper away means you’re like me 
(one of us, one of us!). and want to harness the power 
of the dinosaur and incorporate it into your plans for 
world domination.

In order to get this done we will need a large supply of 
skateboards, very specific web pages and bullhorns.  
I leave it up to you as to how you acquire the above 
items (honestly, I’ll tell you how to accomplish the finer 
points, but procurement is up to you.  There will be no 
hand holding here).  So once you get everything from 
the list mentioned above and moved all the supplies to 
your secret base we can begin recreating/resurrecting/
reanimating, whatever you want to call it.

Dinoparade

see Red on back see Wings on back

Friendship...is not something you learn in school. 
But if you haven’t learned the meaning of 
friendship, you really haven’t learned anything.

-- Muhammad Ali

AILY BULL
...like noses!

by Chase Peterson ~ Daily Bull Pic o’ the Day!
Brought to you by The Daily Bull!

Segway polo!  Sure, laugh and make jokes, but count me in!  I can’t wait til I 
have a big kid job and a big kid income...



0935 to 1300: Chill in MUB at Daily 
Bull office.  Build tomorrow’s issue, 
watch more Youtube with the office 
gang

1315: Arrive home.  Make food, 
watch Netflix

1500: Nap after such a taxing day

1805: Reheat leftover food made 
earlier

1830: Dress for broomball

1850 to 1915: Anxiously wait for 
broomball

1930 to 2015: BROOMBALL

2045: Watch hockey, drink beer

2230: “Hmm…should I go to 
bed?…I have the bulk of my 8.5 
credits tomorrow…”

2235: More Netflix

0000: Going to bed soon

0100: Bed

The first thing we need to do is grab the bullhorns and a couple minions with 
intimidating voices and head to the biology and bio-engineering depart-
ments and start bullying the grad and PhD students.  Like all engineering and 
science students they are easily intimidated by loud noises, and we should 
have no problem rounding them up and making them join the “volunteer” 
research team.

Once we have our new “volunteer” research team, we send them out to the 
internets to track down the proper DNA sequencing for the mighty beasts.  We 
need to send them to the internets (plural) because the information we are 
looking for is too amazing to be found in just one place or in just one internet.

While the research team is gathering all the information they will need to 
complete this task we can turn our attention to other matters.  While the 
secret base is fine and dandy we need to keep an eye on the bottom line, 
specifically the amount of electricity we will need for this (I know, I know, it 
sucks that we can’t just ignore the cost of electricity, not to mention the car-
bon footprint, but we all need to be green).  This is where the skateboards 
come in, just add a battery pack to each skateboard and as the skateboard 
is used the battery charges.  We take some of our more athletic minions and 
these skateboards and tell them to go have fun on the half pipe.  Viola!  Extra 
power to run the machinery that is needed to resurrect dinosaurs!

Once we have all the pieces in place it’s just a matter of time before the 
researchers complete the DNA sequence and begin to form the protein 
strains needed to grow our own dino-army using the power supplied by 
our skateboarding minions.  After we form the army of dinosaurs it’s just a 
matter of time before the nations of the world will bow down before our 
military superiority. 
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